Lakeside architecture
1st Exhibition : Como 1925 – 1935 - A new Idea of town reflects in the lake

“There is no incompatibility between our past and our present. We don’t want to break up with the
tradition: it is the tradition that changes and turns into new appearances that unfortunately only a
few are able to recognize” (Rassegna italiana - December 1926)
With this event our town council wants to start an itinerant cultural journey that, going through
the interpretation of the different architectural languages developed on the Italian lakes, brings
us to know, analyze and compare the various dynamics shown in the artistic, territorial and
environmental growth: from the Roman villas to the medieval buildings, from the 18th century
villas to the neoclassical ones, from the Art Nouveau to the Rationalism, a significant artistic list
on unique naturalistic backgrounds.
The research and the comparison among the different experiences without any prejudices can be
the occasion for a deep deliberation about the present architectural- urban situation that involves
not only the territories round the lakes but the whole hinterland connected to them.
The past experiences cannot be forgotten but they should become a constant and general
memory exercise, above all in these times in which architecture finds it difficult to make itself
understood and to relate with a world in continuous transformation, accelerating in this way the
public sluggishness towards the architectural work:
“ …we build huge cubes towards the sea, big sculptures in the cities but no one talks about the tiny
balcony.
It seems as if architecture is blind.
It talks directly to the Heaven without caring of God... without knowing him.
....space is made up of relations, the absolute space doesn’t exist” (Carmen Pinos)

Certainly it is an ambitious project and we have thought it right to go back in time starting from
the Lake Como to underline the almost hundred-year-old but still topical message the Italian
Rationalism was able to convey thanks to its main interpreter: Giuseppe Terragni.
“One of the most important example of the 20th century sees as a protagonist the municipality of
Como that transforms with a new strategy the lakeside ,historically occupied by Prà Pasquè, and in
1899 place for the Volta exhibition. The idea of a new part of town ,where a series of public, sports
and commemorative buildings connecting monumental and functional forms are centred ,enables
to carry out in this place by the lake, and not in the centre near San Giacomo, the War Memorial ,a
tribute to Sant’Elia’s drawings Terragni purifies in his essential lines resembling his plan..... The
springboard itself is an important figure later imitated in lakeside landscapes”
As it is exclusively a photo exhibition (like almost all the architectural expositions) we know it is a
complex and difficult challenge because it requires attention and good will above all to the visitor,
but we think the effort can be useful to the whole community.

NOTES TO THE EXHIBITION
In this first room there are six panels about the eponymous centre of our lake : Iseo.
Through images, drawings and photos we want briefly to tell you about some transformations
that from the 19th century have significantly characterized and changed the image of our lakeside
landscape.
From the skyline of the silk mill chimneys ,going through the construction of the promenade and
the lakeside routes, we arrive at the transformations of the 1970s near the peat bogs with the
first touristic bathing establishment called Sassabanek.
During this journey it is interesting to notice some points of contact (even if realized in different
periods) between Iseo and Como experience.
A common architectonic element is the springboard that represents in the meantime a new idea
of sport and give evidence to the will to link the human destiny ( athlete ) to nature (water).
The same thing happens to the sports establishments that in Como are carried out in the 1920s –
1930s while in Iseo they are taken up only in the 1960s – 1970s. In both cases, however, they
have always had the ambition to represent a new idea of town.
And everything happens in front of an only silent judge : the lake.
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